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Accurate data acquisition plays a vital role in crucial time period. Now a days so many real
situations are suffering with accurate data prediction during disaster period. Flood zone
identification is interlinked with extraction of water bodies to estimate disaster situation. So
many limitations observed in the traditional waterbody detection methods but it is very
important for the real situations. This paper proposes all the limitations of previous methods
can be overcome with support of semantic segmentation of deep convolution network of
multi scale shared residual network (MSSResNet) with CBAM blocks using satellite
imagery. Because of residual blocks inserting in to encoder circuit reducing network
degradation problems. Introducing depth wise convolutions to increase the performance of
feature extraction property by using CBAM blocks with expanded receptive ﬁelds.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CNN [14], and fusion schemes [15-17], have been used to
solve all practical concerns in recent applications. With the
current LinkNet [18] methodologies, the adoption of more
features is expanding year after year.

The use of satellite image data categorization, which
attempts to assign semantic categories to remote sensing
images based on pixel information. Remote sensing image
being processed by deep learning has attracted a lot of interest
and made major achievements. To our knowledge, however,
there is still no thorough evaluation of recent advancements in
deep learning for image classification of remote sensing
images. Convolution neural networks are used in every Deep
learning model auto encoder-based remote sensing image
scene classification method, and generative adversarial
network-based remote sensing image scene classification
methods are a vital element of any research. In this class label
to each image pixel to represent high-level semantic meaning
of the image [1].
To perform pixel-wise classification, traditional machine
learning model uses feature descriptors [2, 3].In the previous
research some of the prominent methods used by the
researchers those are FCN [4] represent fully convolution
network, one more DenseNet [5] define dense network to
process the data, and ResNet [6]all defined DCNN models
have been applied, resulting in lot of improvements such as the
reuse of features layer by layer mapping of residuals blocks
into a deep model to give better segmentation with very good
accuracy. Technological evolutionary part invents more
suitable image processing algorithms like DeepLabV3 [7] and
DeepLabV3+ [8] use spatial pyramid pooling module
incorporating multiscale features processing encoder and the
decoder networks. Recently so many accurate models embed
with hierarchical feature representation methods are
SharpMask [9], U-Net [10], and RefineNet [11] are including
auto encoder and decoder networks for the better
segmentationof satellite images. Alternative techniques, such
as hierarchical feature representations [12, 13], multi-modal

1.1 Literature survey with latest water detection methods
Currently, latest methodologies methods are deep learningbased water-body detection methods, which attract increasing
attention. Many general deep networks [19-22] in the field of
digital vision are conveniently use for waterbody delineation
process, but they do not adequately consider the characteristics
of the water bodies. Feng et al. proposed one method that
includes the combination of deeper U-Net with super pixelbased conditional random field [23], but the drawback of this
method is that it ignores multi-scale information and is thus
insufficient in complex cases. Multi-scale feature extractor
added to the FCN-based backbone [24]. multi-scale
refinement network (MSR-Net) to take multi-scale
information and designed an erasing-attention specific module
to embed features during a multi-scale refinement strategy
[25]. The motivation of proposed method is to process data in
an accurate manner to analyze raster data in an efficient
manner.

2. DATA
PRE-PROCESSING
AUGMENTATION

AND

DATA

In the Figure 1 shows that take n input raw image data and
every image includes lot of information. Any type of image
format accepted by the model. For the purpose of current
research taken images from various cities to delineate water
feature from the images to helpful for identification of flood
zone areas in an effect way. Thus, merged images taken as
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input for convolution network and create a high-quality noise
free data set. We also performed atmospheric correction on
their mages using QGIS Software.
In this research proposes a novel architecture of deep
semantic segmentation network with Residual Blocks
(DSSNR) called the multi scale residual network with CBAM
(MSRC) by considering the various characteristics of water
bodies from multi resultionary images. With Novel
Architecture increasing the sensitivity of different sizes and
shapes of water bodies and retrieving detailed information
about water boundaries. The main aim of the proposed novel
algorithm is to facilitate monitoring water areas by analysing
its dynamics nature at short intervals time period. The residual
connection prevents the gradient from vanishing. In addition,
the centre part of MSSRes Net includes a multi-scale dilated
convolution (MSDC) module and a multi-kernel max pooling
(MKMP) module. The MSDC module can effectively encode
high-level semantic feature maps and gather varying degrees
of context information by reducing the strength of the

receptive field without changing the size of the feature map
data. To enhance the model effectiveness and accuracy Data
pre-processing and augmentation play a vital role to model the
data for training.
2.1 Image splitting
In this research consider n number of raster images split in
ton number of blocks to store the data in order to avoid large
computational and memory requirement problems can be
solved and parallel computation should be increasing. The data
size can be shrunk to 512×512 pixels in RGB channels
capacity is the other level channel for training is 256×256
pixels. If we take more input data, we can reduce over fitting
problems during training stage. To train data more samples
introduced overlapping split of image blocks and randomly
select patches data for testing in the proposed model as
illustrated in the Figure 1.

Figure 1. The structure of the proposed multi structure shared residual network (MSSResNet) with CBAM and SRB Modules

3. BUILDING MODEL ARCHITECTURE
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

WITH

width and number of convolutional layers is combined to
generate output of feature maps.

In the Figure 1 accept Raster input image includes RGB
channels from the n input images. All the images can be
processed by respective convolution kernels in the multichannel fusion network. Auto encoder and decoder used for
pixel labelling for the feature maps of same size and grouping
them as concatenated inputs to train the data. The proposed
novel network includes the encoder network is performing
down sampling operation due to that some information loss.
The fusion channel decoder is an upgraded DeepLabV3+ [8]
network that supports the CBAM and Resnet modules' finegrained feature maps. The fusion channel decoder is an
upgraded DeepLabV3+ [8] network that implements the finegrained feature maps created by the CBAM and Resnet
modules, and the ResNet-34 [6] model was based on ImageNet
[26]. For the performance point of view each kernel height,

3.1 Shared multi scale residual network
The key to enhancing the efficiency of water-body
detections is to use multiscale structural information and
merge it effectively, due to the varied sizes and shapes of water
bodies in optical RS pictures. We suggest Multi Scale shared
Residual Network (MSSResNet) to solve this problem based
on this concept, as illustrated in Figure 1. This network is
based on LinkNet [27], and it has a similar encoder-decoder
structure. However, some spatial information that is important
for images can be lost during the encoder's numerous down
sampling operations U-Net [9] improves feature maps by
using skip connections and combining low-level detail
information from the encoder with high-level semantic
information from the decoder. The proposed MSSResNet
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Figure 2 not only retains more high-resolution detailed
information in high-level feature maps, but also solves the
problems of exploding gradient and vanishing gradient during
the relatively deep network training process by combining
low-level features with high-level features. U-Net [9] uses skip
connections to improve feature maps by combining low-level
detail information from the encoder with high-level semantic
information from the decoder. By combining low-level data
with high-level characteristics, the proposed MSSResNet
Figure 2 addresses the issues of inflating gradient and fading
gradient during the relatively deep network training process.
The "Convolutional Block Attention Module" was included in
addition to the Multi Scale Shared Residual Network (CBAM).
The exceptional accuracy of CNNs makes them ideal for
image categorization and recognition. As a result of Yann
LeCun's fascination with human visual perception and the
ability to recognise things, this idea was floated in the late
1990s. ResNet's generalisation capacity is greatly enhanced by
its identity mapping. ResNet has a variety of architectures.
ResNet relies on what are known as "shortcut connections" or
"identity connections" to hop between nodes. By traversing
one or more layers, these links provide for easier access to each
other. To overcome the problem of vanishing gradients in deep
networks, these shortcut links were introduced.
In a residual block, layers are stacked so that the result of
one layer is added to a higher layer in the stack. Following that,
the non-linearity is put into action by combining it with the
output from the matching layer inside the main path and
applying it. With residual blocks, every layer feeds into next
layer and immediately into the layers 2–3 hops away in a
system with residual blocks the end. We will, however,
concentrate on gaining an intuitive knowledge of why it was
truly necessary, why it is so significant, and how comparable
it appears to other cutting-edge systems.
The Convolution neural networks (CNNs) [10] is the most
popular network for the computer vision based on powerful
data processing parameter [28-31]. Every network
configuration concentrate on three important parameters: 1.
Depth 2. Width 3. Cardinality CNN use attention modules to
assist it in learning and focusing on the most important data
rather than unnecessary background information can be
processed through "Convolutional Block Attention Module"
in this paper. The channel and spatial axes are key dimensions
to extract relevant features because convolution methods
extract useful features by combining cross-channel and spatial
information. CBAM is integrated into any CNN architectures
for the feature refinement process. Residual Network [7]
incorporate skip connections to optimize the issues of deep
network. WideResNet [32], Inception-ResNet [33], and
ResNeXt [34] all are designed with prerequisite knowledge of
residual network. In this architecture proposed Residual
network with more convolutional filters are incorporated along
with CBAM network to reduce the depth of network. A simple
2D-convolutional layer, MLP, and sigmoid activation function
at the conclusion of the attention module construct a mask of
the input feature map. An encoder and decoder style attention
module is used in the Residual Attention Network. Spatial
resolution is the important parameter to extract water body that
is lower the resolution poor area detection and higher the
resolution very clear water areas can be detected.

that employing both is preferable to using simple channel-wise
attention [35]. The attention module was applied to channel
and spatial dimensions in addition to the convolutional block
attention module (CBAM). We'll look at how it works from
the perspective of the channel and spatial attention modules.
The previous 3D experience must be completed before
accessing the CBAM. CNN's translation of the input data X
was used to generate the feature map. Fm∈RC×H×W [2] (number
of channels indicated by C, height defined by H, and width
represented by W). Fm processes the channel capacity of the
attention module and the spatial attention module as follows:
𝐹𝑚′ = 𝑀𝑐(𝐹𝑚) ⊗ 𝐹𝑚
𝐹𝑚′′ = 𝑀𝑠(𝐹𝑚′) ⊗ 𝐹𝑚′

(1)

The result of multiplying the channel attention map by the
result of the feature map is denoted by Fm'. Fm" denotes
element-wise multiplication of the spatial attention map
multiplied by F', or the final output denoted by ⊗ . The
attention sector helps in extracting the channels that hold
essential information, as each channel in the feature map
represents one individual detector. The channel attention
module employed both a global average pooling layer and a
global max pooling layer to complete the feature extraction
process and reduce data loss.
The structure of CBAM is shown in Figure 1 combines both
Channel attention ad spatial attention modules.

Figure 2. Basic block diagram for CBAM [32]
The active function for computing Mc's channel attention
map is the sigmoid function (Fm) ∈ RC×1×1, the following was
the procedure:
Mc(Fm)=σ(MLP(Avgpool(Fm)) +
MLP(Maxpool(Fm)))
=σ(W1(W0(Fcavg))+W1(W0(Fc max)))

(2)

A convolution technique known as "Max Pooling" is one in
which the Kernel gets the most out of the area it convolves by
extracting its maximum value. Essentially, Max Pooling tells
the Convolutional Neural Network that it should only carry
forward information with the greatest amplitude. The input
layer is where the data that will be processed is sent. Using
average pooling, each patch of a feature map is averaged.
Means the feature map is down-sampled to the average value
in each 2x2 area. The output layer is responsible for tasks like
prediction and categorization. As many hidden layers as
necessary can be used to perform computations in between
input and output layers.
The spatial attention module, in contrast to the channel
attention module, placed a larger emphasis on the regions of
the feature map that had a better response. In order to highlight
the regions containing crucial information, the global average
pooling layer and the global max pooling layer were
compressed into two 2D feature maps along the channel

3.1.1 Working principle of CBAM network
Based on an efficient design, we use spatial and channelwise attention in CBAM in Figure 2, and empirically verify
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4.1 Training procedure

dimension for the feature maps generated in the channel
attention module.
Ms(Fm)=σ(F7×7([AvgPool(Fm); MaxPool(Fm)]))
=σ(F7×7([Fs avg; Fs max]))

Finally, we train the network by determining which network
parameters w minimize the cost function in Eq. (2). For each
training sample x, the derivatives of the cost function J(w, y, t)
with respect to various parameters w are recursively computed
via backpropagation [38].
Proposed shared multi-scale residual network with CBAM
and SRM modules processing results are shown in Figure 4. A
trained network is evaluated using two measures. As stated in
Eq. (4), the F1 score is the average of the precision and recall
factors, with recall equaling the fraction of correctly expected
positive (water area) pixels and precision equaling the
proportion of correctly labeled pixels. Finally, the percentage
of pixels that are correctly identified across the board is
referred to as accuracy.

(3)

The feature maps F s avg and F s max, which are squished
into the channel dimension, depict the sigmoid function.
3.1.2 The multi-kernel max pooling (MKMP) module
Spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) [36] was originally used in
natural picture classifications and object detections. We
proposed the MKMP module, which was inspired by the SPP
module. The proposed MKMP module offers context
information for four different receptive field sizes, including
128×128, 64×64, 32×32, and 16×16 in SPP [36], which
utilises a fixed-length representation and fully linked layers. In
multiple kernel CNN [37], which employs an invariable kernel
size and stride. The multikernel technique assumes that
differentiating multiscale water bodies (such as rivers, ponds,
and seas) using a single pooling kernel is difficult without a
large increase in the number of neurons. It also takes use of
more context information by extending receptive fields at the
same time. Its four-level output also includes various-sized
feature maps. In addition, after each level of max pooling, we
employ a 1×1 convolution to minimize the dimensional weight,
reducing the feature map's size to 1/n of the original dimension,
channels in the original feature map represented by n. Bilinear
interpolation samples the low dimensional feature map to get
the same size. Finally, we combine the original feature map
with the four-level outputs to form a total feature map. The
MKMP module fuses local and global features at the feature
map level, strengthening the final feature map's expression
ability and improving water-body detection accuracy.
Using ID data, CNN can determine whether a object is a
body or not. There are a total of two dimensions to this set of
information. One dimension is the number of time-steps, while
the other is a three-dimensional array of acceleration readings.
The graphs that follow show how the kernel responds to
accelerometer data in real time.
A convolution technique known as "Max Pooling" is one in
which the Kernel gets the most out of the area it convolves by
extracting its maximum value. Essentially, Max Pooling tells
the Convolutional Neural Network that it should only carry
forward information with the greatest amplitude. With the
stride of 2, we can achieve maximum pooling on a 4*4 channel
using a 2*2 kernel. As we are using a 2*2 Kernel for
convolution. The channel has four values of 8,3,4,7 if we look
at the first 2*2 set that the kernel is focusing on. That set
contains "8" and "Max-Pooling" picks the highest value. As
though the machine were a distributed system, a multikernel
operating system views a multi-core machine as an
interconnected network of independent cores. In this system,
inter-process communication is implemented as message
passing rather than shared memory.

F1=2*[(precision*recall)/(precision+recall)]

(4)

In the result section the comparable network depths
considered, our proposed architecture regularly outperforms
the U-Net reference. The data also illustrates that encoder
depth has a significant impact on overall system performance,
and that increasing encoder depth improves overall system
performance [39].
Figure 4 demonstrates a precise approach for determining
the location of water. A couple bodies of water weren't covered
in the previous study since the photographs weren't processed
correctly. This research made advantage of multi-scale shared
standardized residual networks featuring good attenuation
modules. It is possible to train a greater amount of data in a
shorter period of time since more skip connections could be
made in less time. All photos were processed in the proposed
study using n raster images as input. Our suggested design
consistently outperforms the U-Net benchmark at comparable
network depths, as shown in Figure 5. Increasing encoder
depth enhances overall system performance, according to the
results of this study.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiment part will primarily focus on how to define
water bodies from high-resolution photos using MSSResNet,
as well as how training and validation may be accomplished
using the suggested network that is depicted in the Figure 3.
Figure 3. Shared multi scale residual network results
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Image Type

20 Epochs

30 Epochs

40 Epochs

50 Epochs

Figure 4. Water extraction images with various Epochs

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a): Training and validation loss; (b): Parameters association
5. CONCLUSIONS

extract water-body segmentation dataset (images with RGB
bands) and the GID dataset (images with NIR-RGB bands)
were used to analyse our method and compare it with existing

To verify our method, numerous raster images are used to
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approaches. The results are comparable and greatly improved
with previous algorithms and also helpful for flood zone
prediction with accurate results.
[14]
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